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Abstract
Simultaneous thermal analysis apparatus was used to determine the thermal properties
of gaylussitoover a temperature range from ambient to 1000'C at 10" per minute in several
carefully controlled atmospheres. In a dry atmosphere, dehydration occurs in a single step,
while in the presence of water, dehydration occurs in two steps. Dehydration converts
gaylussite to the double carbonate, Na,Ca(CO")", which generates the thermal effects above
250'C. From 250"C to 500'C thermal analysis indicates one major crystal change and two
crystal inversions in the double carbonate. Above 500'C the thermal properties of the double
carbonate are controlled by the presence or absence of CO" in the atmosphere surrounding
the sample. In a COs atmosphere NaCa(COe)a first melts, then decomposes to form
NarCO" and CaO. In a CO,-free atmosphere the double carbonate decomposes to form
Na'COs and CaO. Melting is again detected by thermal analysis; however, the material that
melts is Na,CO, formed from decomposition of the double carbonate.
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History and Literature of Gaylussite

Gaylussite(Na2COs.CaCOs.5fLO) is found in
Wyoming in Eocene Green River Formation oil
shales(Fahey, 1962). Becausemineralscontained
in oil shale are heated in the retorting process, a
knowledge of the thermal properties of these minerals contributesto a basic understandingof oil
shale's thermal behavior. Literature on thermal
analysisof gaylussiteis limited to Beck's (1950)
interpretation of his difierential thermal analysis
curve that shows water loss in two steps. He suggests that the remaining "highly irregular" curve
is producedby slow fusingof the mineral.His large
exotherm between 500' and 600"C could not be
duplicated in this study. Thermal properties of the
doublecarbonatesimilar to the residueformed after
gaylussiteloses its water of hydration have also
been discussedin the literature-Smith, Johnson,
and Robb (D7A); Billhardr(1969); Wilburn,Metcalfe, and Warburton(1965); and Niggli (1916).
Becauselittle is known about gaylussite,this paper
reviews briefly the mineral's history and presents
new data on the thermal properties of natural and
synthetic gaylussite.The importance of the eftect
of different atmosphereson the thermal analysis
of gaylussiteis demonstrated.

Gaylussitewas first found at Lagunilla near the
City of Merida, Venezuela,by J. B. Boussingault
(1826) who named it after the French chemist,
L. J. Gay-Lussac. Occurrences of gaylussite at
SearlesLake, San Bernardino County, and Borax
and Mono Lakes,Lake County,California (Haines,
1.959;Pratt, 1896) ; RailroadValley and SodaLake
of Ragtown, Nevada (Free, l9l4); Sweetwater
County, Wyoming (Fahey, 1962); Dtabusu-nor
Lake in Inner Mongolia (Okada, 1937; Niinomy,
1930); and Tchaad Lake in Chad, Africa (Maglione, 1968), have been reported.
A mineral description for gaylussiteis given in
the standard text, Dands Systemof M'ineralogyby
Palache,Berman,andFrondel( 1951). X-ray powder
patterns and crystal data are given on Card No.
1,2-255,Card No. 20-1088,and Card No. 21-343
in the JCpDs powder diffraction file. An X-ray
powder pattern for a low-temperature form of
NazCa(COa)2is given on Card No. 2-970 in the
JcpDs file. The X-ray powder patternsfor the hightemperatureform are given by Billhardt (1969)
and by Smith, Johnson,and Robb (1970).
Infrared spectra of gaylussite are reported by
Estep,Kovach, Hiser, and Karr (1970), Adler and
Kerr (1963), and Huang and Kerr (1960); and
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luminescencestudies are given in a paper by Parsanov and Sheveleva(1953). Manganeseand
strontium contents in naturally occurring gaylussite
are presented in papers by Vinokurov, Zaripov,
and Stepanov(1964) and Asari (1950). Commercial utilization of gaylussitefound in Railroad Valley,
Nevada,was consideredin a paperby Free ( l9l4).
Sourcesof Gaylussite
Naturally occurring gaylussitefor this study was
found in oil shale from Diamond Alkali Co.. Reid
No. 1 Coreholelocated 150 feet W/E and 1,251
feet N/S, Section24, Township 16N, Range 109W,
SweetwaterCounty, Wyoming. The gaylussite occurred in two $-inch thick bands within a 3-inch
band of gray clayey dolomite at a depth of 848.9
feet. The X-ray powder pattern for this sample is
given on Card No. 12-255 in the JcpDs powder
diftraction fi.Ie.Becauseonly a small amount of naturally occurring gaylussite was available for this
study, synthetic gaylussitewas prepared for use in
some of the thermal analysisexperiments.Methods
for preparing synthetic gaylussite were used by
Butschli (1907), Sherwoodand Newlon (1964),
and Brooks, Clark, and Thurston (1950); however,
we found the following method to be quicker. An
equimolar mixture of sodium carbonateand calcium carbonate was ground for 5 minutes in a
mechanical grinder to produce fine particles and
close contact necessaryfor reaction between the
carbonates(Smith,Johnson,and Robb; 1970). The
carbonatemixture was heated to 550oC under a
CO2 atmospherefor abott 12 hours and then cooled
and mixed. The heating-cooling-mixingstep was
repeated.four times. After final cooling, a thick
slurry was made by adding a small amount of water
to the carbonate mixture. The slurry was air dried
for several days to produce crystalline gaylussite
which was checked for purity by X-ray. Small
amountsof CaCOe and Ca(OH), were presentas
contaminants.Except for peaks from CaCOe and
Ca(OH)2, the X-ray patternof the syntheticgaylussite was essentiallyidentical to the pattern for the
natural gaylussite on Card No. 12-255 in the
rcpos file.
Experimental Vlork
Thermal behavior of gaylussitewas investigated
from ambientto about 1000"C by thermal analysis
apparatusdevelopedby the U.S. Bureau of Mines
(Johnson and Smith, I97A). This apparatus prG-
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vides simultaneous differential thermal analysis
(ore), thermogravimetric
analysis(rc), andevolved
gas analysis(rce) on a single sampleunder controlled conditions (Smith and Johnson, 1967 and.
1971,).An important featurefor providingaccurate
thermal analysis data is the thin, flat-pan sample
and referenceholders with differential temperature
thermocouplesspot weldeddirectly to the bottom of
each holder. The flat platinum pan is 0.003 inch
thick, 0.75 inch in diameter,0.05 inch deep, and
weighs about 500 mg. The temperature-measuring
thermocoupleis spot welded to the bottom of the
reference pan. Dra and temp€rature-measuring
thermocouplesare Platinell wire, 0.012 inch in
diameter. A sample on the thin flat-pan holder in
a layer no thicker than 0.05 inch is not affectedby
the usual thermal analysisproblemsof samplepacking, gas evolution, expansion,and shrinkageduring
heating. The thin sample layer provides quick
removal of gases evolving frorn the sample to
prevent significantrecondensations,
interactions,and
reevolutions.
An alternate,deep-wellsampleholder that limits
passageof gasesfrom a samplewas usedfor studies
in a self-generatedatmosphere(Garn and Kessler,
1960). The deep-wellsampleand referencechambers are t inch in diameter by g inch deep in an
Inconelblock. Differential-temperaturethermocouple
junctions are in the center of the sample and reference chambers.The temperature-measuring
thermocoupleis in the referencechamber.Temperaturemeasuringand differential-temperature
thermocouple
wires are Chromel-Alumel.0.012 inch in diameter.
A set of four figures are presentedin this paper
to demonstratethe thermal propertiesof gaylussite.
In addition, the four figures serve to demonstrate
the following specific features. Figure 1 presents
simultaneous DTA-Tc-EGAon naturally occurring
gaylussitein a helium atmosphere.Figure 2 demonstratesthat the thermal behavior of syntheticgaylussiteat temperaturesup to 80Oois essentiallythe
same as that of naturally occurring gaylussite.Figure 3 shows the thermal behavior of gaylussitein
a CO2 atmosphere.Figure 4 showsthe thermal behavior of gaylussitein a deep-well sample holder,
where gas evolution from gaylussitepartially provides the atmospheresurroundingthe sample (self'Reference to specific brand names is made for identification only and does not imply endorsement by the U.S.
Bureau of Mines.
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generatedatmosphere).Many commercialinstruments are furnished with this type of holder. Hence
the results obtained from these instruments would
be expectedto be similar to the results shown in
Figure 4.
Experimentalparametersfor thermal analysisfor
the four figures presentedin this paper are listed
in Table 1. Gas flow rate around the samplewas
at a rate of 150 ccfmin through a f-inch I.D'
samplechamberat atmosphericpressure.Dre peak
locations on Figures 1 to 3 differ from peak temperaturesdiscussedin the text. For Figures 1 through
3, the recorded temperaturesshown on the figures
have been corrected for inclusion in the text as
recommendedby the Committeeon Standardization
for the International Confederation for Thermal
Analysisin a report by McAdie (1969). Corrected
temperaturesfor Figures 1 through 3 are listed in
Table 2. Becausethe authors were primarily interestedin the resultsfrom the flat-pansampleholder,

only the flat-pan systemwas calibrated fol temperature measurement.Onset temperatureslisted in
Table 2 are arbitrarily defined as the first detectable
deviations of the DrA curves from the baselines
precedingorn peaks.
Heated sampleswere cooled to ambient temperature for examination by X-ray diffraction.
Results and Discussion
Gaylussite'sthermal behavior consistsof three
main features: (1) Dehyhrationup to 25O'C;
(2) Crystal transformationsbetween 250" and
500'C; and (3) Melting and carbonatedecomposition from 500'C to a maximum of 1050''C.
Dehydration
In a water-free atmosphere,dehydration of gaylussite occurs in a single step to produce a single
otn peak, a single EGAwater peak, and a single
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rc weight loss (Figs. I and,2). Natural gaylussite
in a dry helium atmosphere(Fig. 1) showswater
evolution beginning above 50oC with a orn peak
at 133"C, an EGApeak at 190oC,and a rc weight
loss curve with no inflection point, indicating that
gaylussiteis the only source for water evolution.
The ore and Ecn peak temperaturesin Figure 1
are different becausethe ecn peak is primarily a
function of the transfer rate of water vapor from
the sampleto the quadrupolemassspectrometer
detector, while the ore, peak is a function of the
water evolution rate from the sample.Unfortunately,
water does not move as rapidly through the sce
system as CO2 or most other gases.Total water
loss measuredfrom the rc curve in Figure 1 shows
less water than pure gaylussite would produce25.5 percentcomparedto the theoretical30.4 percent. Figure 2 shows25.1 percentwater loss from
syntheticgaylussite.
Gaylussite dehydration does not result in the
formation of the lower hydrate, pirssonite[NazCa
(COr)r.2H2Ol, as claimed by Fahey (1962). In
the deep-well sample holder, gaylussite generates
its own water-containingatmosphere.Under these
conditionstwo DTA peaks representingthe energy
for the loss of water are produced(Fig. a). If gaylussite loses water to form pirssonite, then the
secondDrA waterlosspeakwould be from pirssonite.
However, the thermogravimetrycurve in Figure 4
showsthat the weightlossassociated
with the second
peak is equivalentto only I/3 mole water, rather
than to the 2 moles of water associatedwith pirssonite.X-ray diffractiondata on gaylussitesamples
heated to 100o, 12o", "1,50",180o, and 200.c,
then cooled to room temperature,show direct conversion of gaylussiteto the low-temperature form
of the doublecarbonatewith no intermediatephase
containing pirssonite. In addition, X-ray diffraction
on gaylussiteheatedin dry air at75oC for 96 hours
showedpoorly crystallizedNazCa(COs), in its lowtemperature form with almost total disappearance
of the gaylussitepeaks.No pirssonitewas detected.
Becausegaylussiteand the double carbonatehave
no X-ray difiraction peaks where pirssoniteshows
its largestpeak, the presenceof even small quantities of pirssonite should be easily detected.The
sourceof energythat producesthe secondore dehydration peak, formed only in a self-generatedor
water-filledatmosphere,remainsunexplained.
The small shoulder on the leading edge of the
large rre peak at 133'C (Figs. 1, 2, and 3) could
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be the loss of a small amount of absorbedwater
or the loss of water from an impurity such as a
hydrateof sodiumor calciumcarbonate.No change
in X-ray powder pattern occursin gaylussiteheated
just above the ora shoulder.
Dehydration converts gaylussite to the lowtemperature form of the double carbonate,Na2Ca
(COr)r, which is discussedin the next section.
Crystal Translormation
This section describesthe thermal properties of
NazCa(COa)2
from 250' to 500'C. All nrl peaks
included in this section show neither associated
weightlossnor gasevolution.As expectedfor phase
changes,the peak locations are independentof
atmospheresurroundingthe sample.Minor variations in temperaturesfor Figures l, 2, and 3 probably result from differencesin the thermal conductivities of the gasesand from impuritiesin the gaylussite samples.
Tnern 2. Corrected Peak Temperaturesfor Figures 7,2, 3,
and 4
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A small exothermicpeak between 280oC and
305'C occurs in both natural and syntheticgaylussite.The peak is irreversible;that is, it doesnot
occur on the cooling curve. X-ray diffractions on a
sampleheatedto 250"C and then to 310'C show
no changein the poorly crystallized,low-temperature
form of the double carbonate as indicated by the
short, broad X-ray peaks for the low-temperature
form of the double carbonate,regardlessof its
temperaturehistory. The sourceof the thermal event
occurringbetween280"C and 305'C could not be
identified by X-ray diffraction or thermal analysis.
Between 325" and 350'C another exothermic
peak occurs on the DrA curve. This irreversible
crystal transformation from the low-temperature
form
form of NarCa(CO3)2to the high-temperature
is easily identified by X-ray diffraction. In contrast
to those of the low-temperatureform, the X-ray
peaksof the high-temperature
form are narrow and
intense, suggesting good crystallinity. This hightemperature form of the double carbonate is the
same material that is formed when a mixture of
Na2COsand CaCO3is repeatedlyheatedand cooled
(before the addition of water) by the method we
described earlier for preparation of synthetic gaylussite. At a heating rate of 10' per minute, the
high-temperature
form of the doublecarbonategoes
through two crystal inversions to generatetwo reversible, endothermic peaks: ( 1) a-to-B crystal
inversionbetween390o and 400'C and.(2) F-to-y
crystal inversionbetween435' and 445"C. On the
cooling curve the y-to-B inversion is near 435"C
and the B-to-ainversionis near 360'C.
Melting an:dCarbonateDecomposition
Above 550'C the thermal analysispattern for
gaylussiteis dependent on the partial pressure of
COz surroundingthe sample.In the decomposition
by the reaction,
of the doublecarbonaterepresented
NazCa(COs),+ Na2COs* CaO + CO2,removal
of the COz encouragesdecompositionto begin as
low as 64A'C. The sample,in a flat pan with CO2free carrier-gasflow over it, is essentiallyin a
reacwherethe decomposition
COz-freeatmosphere
tion will begin near 62O'C (Figs. l and 2). In a
CO2 atmosphereat atmosphericpressure(Fig. 4),
beginsashigh as 930oC,this approxdecomposition
temperatures
imately300'C spreadin decomposition
being controlled by the partial pressureof COr.
A sharp, melting-point DrA peak is observed
regardless
surroundingthe sample,
of the atmosphere

although the material undergoingfusion is dilTerent
dependingon the presenceor absenceof COz in
the atmosphere.When decompositionof the double
salt is shifted to a higher temperature by a COz
atmosphereas shown in Figure 3, then the double
carbonatemelts with a DrA peak at 819'C. Its
X-ray pattern is still the high-temperatureform of
the double carbonate. In a COz atmosphere,the
double carbonatedecomposeswith a nre peak at
982"C. The X-ray pattern following decomposition
showsCaO and NazCOs.If the sampleatmosphere
is free of COz, then the double carbonatedecomposesbefore its melting temperature(Fig. 2) and
X-ray shows no double carbonate-only CaO and
Na2CO3.The peak observedafter decomposition
is actually the fusion peak for NazCOs at about
866'C (Fig. 3).
on CO2 loss from the
Quantitativemeasurements
CaCOg part of natural and synthetic gaylussiteare
quite different, pro;bably because of contaminants
in the samples.Naturally occurringgaylussiteshowed
a weight loss of 20.2 percent for COs, while synthetic gaylussiteshowed a weight loss of 14.7 percent. The theoreticalweight loss, 14.8 percent,is
only one-half of the total CO2 in gaylussitebecause
the NazCOa part of gaylussite is stable to more
than 1000'C. Becausethe water loss value for
naturally occurring gaylussiteis lower and the COz
loss value is higher than the theoretical values,
some of the contaminantsare probably carbonates
without water such as dolomite, calcite, shortite,
northupite, and/or bradleyite.The presenceof these
and other oil-shale minerals in conjunction with
gaylussitein the Green River Formation has been
documentedby Fahey (1962). Other contaminants
probably include illite, qtartz, and feldspars in
extremely fine particles (Fahey, 1962; Tisot and
Murphy, 1960) and in small quantities.In addition,
NazCa(COs)2could be present as a product of
None of the contaminants
dehydrationof gaylussite.
was detectedby X-ray; therefore,probablyno individual mineral was presentas a major contaminant.
The syntheticgaylussitehad enoughCaCO3and
Ca(OH), to be detectedby X-ray diffraction.The
presenceof some NazCa(COs)2probably contributed to the low water loss value for the synthetic
material.
Two small ore peaks at 863'C and 890'C on
Figure 3 were not studied becauseof the severe
effectsof the melt on the samplesupport. Probably
some dissociationof the double carbonateoccurred
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when it melted to provide enough CaCOs to producethe ora peak at 890"C (CaCOswould decompose at 890"C in COr). The peak at 864oC could
be melting of Na2COs, although the peak occurs
at a higher temperature than expectedfor a small
amount of material.
The irregular shapeof the endothermat 982'C
in Figure 3 is causedby bubbles of CO2 escaping
from the melted sample. A small narrow peak on
the leadingedgeof the meltingendothermar 785'C
is also probably causedby bubbles of CO2 leaving
the melted sample, as evidencedby a small weight
loss resulting from decomposition of part of the
CaCOs in the double carbonate.
Summary
Thermal behavior of gaylussitefrom ambient to
1000"C is given in the following set of equations:
(1) Dehydration
NarCa(CO3)r' 5HrO

t33"c
> NarCa(COr)rr,rr *

NarCa(COr)rnrr q g4{5
.?

a b o u t4 3 5 o c
> p
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where LTF = low temperature form and HTF =
high temperature form.
The data show that synthetic and natural gaylussite have almost identical thermal decomposition
curves. A dehydration doublet ou peak is produced
only in a water-containing atmosphere. pirssonite
is not formed during dehydration of gaylussite in
either a water-containing atmosphere or a dry atmosphere. Gaylussite apparently dehydrates directly
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